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  	Best Practices - Your Ideas from Around the Nation
These ideas were submitted by Arrowmen across the country who have benefited from both years of experience and trial and error. By sharing these resources, these Arrowmen hope to share the wisdom they have gained over the ages. The National Order of the Arrow Committee hopes other lodges can benefit from this repository of ideas that have proven successful for lodges in the past. The Best Practices have been divided into the eleven categories below. Use the category links to quickly reach each section.


	Events and Promotions
	Brotherhood Conversion
	Communications
	Membership Retention
	Inductions
	Lodge Executive Committee
	Administration
	Leadership
	Recognition
	Service
	Miscellaneous


If you have a Best Practices idea that has worked for your chapter or lodge and would like to share it, please send them to the team at @email.


Events and Promotions


	NLS Promotion - Here's how one lodge stepped up its devotion to providing leadership opportunities to youth.
	Event Pass - An innovative way to increase your participation at lodge events.
	NOAC Fundraising - Lodges that understand the benefit of youth attending NOAC can help ensure that funds do not stand in the way of an eager youth being able to attend.  See a few fundraising ideas that one lodge implemented to raise thousands of dollars which will lower the cost for many attendees, making NOAC more accessible for all.
	Thematic Events - Spice up your events and boost attendance by adding a bit of creativity.
	Creative LLD - Take your LLD to the next level, and increase attendance, by inserting some fun into the meeting.
	Lodge Rideshare - Increasing event attendance is as simple as making sure Arrowmen can get there!  See how one lodge addressed the problem directly.
	OA High Adventure Promotion - Successfully promote OA High Adventure in your chapter, lodge, or section.




Brotherhood Conversion


	Brotherhood Conversion - Learn how to increase your lodge's brotherhood conversion rate to over 50%.




Communications


	Lodge E-Newsletter - Create a cost effective, efficient communication method with a new twist on an old idea.
	Click2Mail - Spend resources more efficiently by letting an outside vendor print and ship the lodge's membership cards.




Membership Retention


	Eligible Scout Discussion - Many units and lodges experience the problem of Scouts completing the Ordeal and then not returning to lodge functions. Try this idea to better inform eligible Scouts of what is expected of them after the election.
	Dues Payment - Increase the rate of dues payments by streamlining the process for your members.
	New Member Dinner - Suffering from "sash and dash"?  Hosting a dinner for new members, and including parents, is one way to have a captive audience.
	Dues Pin - Here is a way to incentivize and recognize those Arrowmen who pay their dues on time and deter "Sash and Dash".




Inductions


	Elangomat Recognition - Develop a perpetual training program for Elangomats to reap Brotherhood conversion benefits.
	Elangomat Worksheet - Provide your Elangomats with the information they need to ensure that candidates have a positive Ordeal experience.
	Ordeal Planning Backdater - What do you do when you're in charge of conducting an Ordeal weekend? This helpful checklist can assist you with planning, publicizing, and conducting a successful Ordeal induction for candidates.
	Parents' Ordeal Letter - Parents often do not understand the purpose of meaning behind the Ordeal weekend.  See how one lodge approached this problem by explaining to parents directly what the participants experienced.
	Ordeal Survey - Take the time to solicit feedback from new Ordeal members. You might learn something interesting!
	Chapters Helping Ordeals - Demonstrate servant leadership, and improve the induction experience, by involving chapters in running an Ordeal. Simple teamwork can show great results!




Lodge Executive Committee


	LECM Agenda Template - Manage the expectations of your Lodge Executive Committee by distributing a formal agenda before each meeting.  Not only will it keep the group focused, but it will make sure no topic goes overlooked!
	Board Room Experience - Here's a quick and easy way to inspire youth at an LLD or LECM.
	Virtual LEC Attendance - The use of modern technology can help those members of the LEC who can't be there in person to still participate in the meeting.




Administration


	Registration Options - A discussion of different means to keep Arrowman registered with the BSA and the Lodge.
	Establishing Lodge Goals - Too often, lodges don't think critically about their annual goals, resulting in goals which are neither specific nor measurable. Make goal setting a serious priority by thinking critically about how to measure success.
	Chapter and Committee Binders - Help your chapter chiefs and committee chairmen get off to a fast start with a binder that preserves the lessons learned and builds toward a successful future.
	Election Packet - End the struggle of trying to find the right resources. Put everything an election team needs right at their fingertips.
	One Day Trading Post at Camp - Create a "win-win" for the lodge, the council, and the camp by opening up the lodge trading post one day each week of summer camp.
	Lodge Budget - Take control of your lodge budget by using this detailed template. With a mastery of the lodge's finances, you can focus on controlling costs and maximizing the impact of the lodge's service.




Leadership


	Oath of Office - Add the dignity of an oath of office to your next installation of lodge or chapter officers.
	Lodge Officer Petition - Running for a lodge office is a big commitment. Set the expectations high in your own lodge by using a lodge officer petition and interview process.
	Electing Lodge Officers - Has your lodge experienced difficulty or frustration with its lodge officer election process?  Here's a simple, fair method that has worked for one lodge for a long time.
	Welcoming New Officers - When new officers are elected, advisers can take important first steps to setting the tone for the rest of the officers' terms. Try some of these after your next election and see how communication opens up!
	Adviser Rotation - An adviser rotation plan can help prevent burnout and keep the program running smoothly during the succession from one adviser to the next.
	Becoming Lodge Adviser - What do you do when you are confronted with becoming lodge adviser? Here are some tips to consider.




Recognition


	First Year Arrowman Award - Here is a way to help stop "Sash and Dash" while improving your lodge's Brotherhood conversion rate.
	James E. West Award - A way to provide financial support to your council, while recognizing a deserving member at the same time.
	Awards and Recognition - Think outside the box when choosing how best to recognize servant-leaders in your lodge. This best practice offers suggestions to properly recognize your lodge or chapter members.




Service


	OA Ranger - See how one lodge is trying their hand at fixing the problem of low OA involvement in urban units.
	Community Service - Ever at a loss for a community service idea? Check out what lodges across the country have done.
	Council Support - Here is a way to improve your Scout camp while supporting your council.




Miscellaneous


	Tool Talk Rap - Take a boring topic and turn it into something fun!  Here's an example of how to spice up your communications.
	Icebreakers - Getting to know each other is a great way to improve productivity in a group or committee.  Break the ice and step outside the bounds of your comfort zone with this best practice.





	News You Can Use: Let's get creative with lodge events!
There is no doubt that you have been to multiple lodge events year after year. Have you ever gotten deja vu from attending so many? Sometimes, the same events have the same activities, the same training, and most of the time even the same food. Sure, there are always slight changes, but for whatever reason—be it convenience, tradition, or some other factor— these yearly events remain unchanged.

Now, for many people, this annual recurrence probably gets boring after a while. If you're not active in the event leadership, you have pretty much done everything you can in your second year of activity. One of the things you can do to keep events fresh is look at what other lodges are doing and try to implement some of their ideas in your own events.

In Shawnee Lodge, part of the Greater St. Louis Area Council, there are ten chapters which oversee the daily activities of the lodge. They vary in size, inducting anywhere from 25 to 250 members per year. Every three months, these chapters hold chapter meetings where they socialize, discuss upcoming events, and have a fun engaging program. This can be anything from bowling, a speaker, or OA/Scouting trivia. The best meetings, however, have a program that nobody has ever seen before. These ideas may come from the chapter's executive leadership or even from the newly inducted Arrowmen. The first line of defense against the common problem of sash-and-dash are chapters, as well as holding fun and informative chapter meetings. Lodges with chapters should remember this when developing their meeting programs. This is the first step in engaging new and old members alike.

Because there are so many chapters holding their own events, the lodge does not host many events of its own. However, one major event, the "Arrowman Experience," happens every spring, and draws between 200-300 Scouts each year. It is similar to a NOAC, where participants can attend training cells, sports games, and ceremonial competitions. This event allows Arrowmen who are not able to go to NOAC or the section Conclave to still get training in the areas that interest them. Some of the cells held in the past include regalia workshops, meet- the-man sessions, tipi and pioneering training, and even duct tape sashes. It also allows the chapters to compete against each other in sports and ceremonial competitions, with the top placing chapters moving onto section and national competitions.

Wa-Hi-Nasa Lodge from Nashville, TN holds another cool event that isn't just for OA members, but for everyone in their council. Each winter they host an event called "Winter Camp" that includes competitions, training, and other fun activities. This event is organized by lodge leaders and is a great way to get younger Scouts excited about joining the OA in the future. This event is one of the largest within their council and has a tradition of excellent programs.

The Chattahoochee Lodge from Columbus, GA has recently been trying to give some of their events special themes. At their past Fall Fellowship, they had a "Duck Dynasty" theme for the weekend. They raffled off a plethora of cool gear from the TV show throughout the weekend and had a huge dinner on Saturday night with some food that the Robertson family would've been glad to eat themselves. Each Arrowman that attended the event got a free ticket to enter into the raffle. Arrowmen that paid their 2014 lodge dues got five more tickets to enter into the raffle to increase their chances of winning. The event went well and isn't the first themed event the Chattahoochee Lodge has organized. Last year they held a James Bond themed event and even created a special lodge flap.

The secret to retaining members is engaging them with fun programs and the best way to do this is outside of pre-planned events like Conclaves. Maybe your lodge is doing something interesting already. If so, stick with it, because quality programs don't come along every day. And if you're looking for something to start in your own lodge, just ask your newly inducted Arrowmen what they want to do in the OA. Success in the OA depends on a lodge's ability to adapt over time, and the best way to adapt is through holding fun and interesting events over the year.



	Thematic Events
It’s a pretty well-known fact: If events aren’t fun, attendance is going to struggle. That’s why Blue Heron lodge decided to inject some creativity into its lodge events by committing to a theme for each event. At a recent  fall fellowship, for example, the lodge had a “zombie” theme. This permitted the lodge to promote the event by announcing zombie-survival tips in the months leading up to the event. The event itself included activities such as a haunted hay ride. Attendance was outstanding for the zombie fall fellowship. The lodge also had a fun theme for a recent Conclave, involving painted t-shirts, costumes, chants, and spirit items. Then, at a summer Ordeal, the lodge opened up the camp’s pool for a pool party after the conclusion of the Ordeal, which was a huge success.

One lodge member took a graphic arts class at his high school and designed posters for each event. The lodge printed the posters and handed out quarter-sized versions for handouts. The designs increased awareness and promoted the themes for events. Samples of those designs are attached to this resource.

By focusing on what the youth want to see at events, the lodge has increased lodge morale and increased participation at events. It looks forward to continuing to listen to its membership and offering creative solutions to making events more fun.

Blue Heron Lodge serves Tidewater Council, located in Virginia Beach, Virginia. With approximately 750 members, Blue Heron has five annual lodge events: Spring Ordeal, Summer Ordeal, Fall Fellowship, Lodge Leadership Development, and a Holiday Banquet. By developing themes and focusing on fun, the lodge expects its attendance to continue increasing. What does your lodge or chapter do to make events fun? If you have a unique practice to share with other lodges, submit it to ChapterResources@oa-bsa.org.

To download the PDF version of this Best Practice, click here.


	Events
Attending national events is a great way to deepen your understanding of the Order, build strong relationships with Arrowmen outside of your lodge, and learn best practices for program ideas.


	Lodge Ledger: Centennial anniversary events
This year, every Arrowman has the chance to earn the Arrowman Service Award. The purpose of the award is to encourage Arrowmen to recommit themselves to the ideals of the Order, increase their level of service to their local unit and council and participate in the 100th anniversary celebration of the OA. One of the optional ASA requirements is to attend your lodge’s sponsored centennial event. These events can be everything from service projects to birthday parties, and many of them will go down as the best events your lodge has ever hosted. Listed below are examples of lodges that have already planned or had their centennial events. Take these ideas and incorporate your own into your home lodge to make your centennial event special!

Tschipey Achtu Lodge of Seneca Waterways Council in New York used their annual banquet as their 100th anniversary event. At the banquet there was a large banner which read "OA 100th anniversary" with the lodge name in subscript. Each member in attendance traced their handprint and signed their name onto the banner. Members can add their handprints and names to the banner throughout the year, after which the banner will never be written on again and will become a permanent part of their lodge’s history.

Seminole Lodge of Gulf Ridge Council in Florida is making their spring conclave a 100th anniversary event. Their event focuses on chapter-versus-chapter competitions. The competitions are sports-based, including volleyball, tug of war and dodgeball to prepare for their upcoming Section S-4 Conclave. Vice Chief of Administration Mitchell Guida is most looking forward to their OA 100th anniversary birthday party. "We will be throwing one of the biggest birthday parties the lodge has ever seen! We will have lights, music, cake, a bounce house, a dunk tank, unlimited slushies, a waterslide, balloons, party hats, piñatas, paracord bracelet making and so much more!" stated Guida.

Jaccos Towne Lodge of Crossroads of America Council in Indiana is making their spring fellowship an “OA birthday bash.” Friday night will kick off the party with carnival games. Those who play will have a chance to win gift cards to the lodge trading post. On Saturday chapters will compete as teams in a variety of birthday-themed events including a birthday card scavenger hunt and a dutch-oven cake baking contest with the ultimate goal of being crowned top chapter and getting to take home the lodge's traveling trophy. Lodge Chief Robby Kile said, "My favorite is the cake baking and decorating contest. Cakes will be made in dutch ovens with just-add-water cake mix, and then the teams have to decorate them in a centennial fashion."

Egwa Tawa Dee Lodge of Atlanta Area Council in Georgia is holding a centennial celebration. Their program theme is "Looking to the Past: Preparing for the Future." Friday will focus on "Looking to the Past" culminating in a performance of the 1915 Ordeal Ceremony. Saturday will be "Preparing for the Future" with many activities throughout the day such as climbing, shooting sports, merit badges and an Indian Pow Wow. Saturday night will feature a member rededication and calling out of the centennial Vigil Honor class. The lodge has also arranged for the region chief, section officers and numerous other lodge chiefs and officers to attend and take part in their centennial celebration. Lodge Chief Christian Goerner said "This event is shaping up to be one of the largest and best events Egwa Tawa Dee has ever had!"

If you want take an active role in the OA’s centennial anniversary, these events provide the perfect opportunity to do so. Find out when your lodge is holding their sponsored centennial event and take advantage of the awesome programs that are sure to be part of it!
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